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Continuing our series of descriptions of the children and curriculum at
Tarremah Steiner School, year by year….

Class 2
During their second year of primary school, children
gain more consciousness of themselves as individuals.
Whilst still strongly connected to the magical world of
nature they are moving towards a more earthly
understanding of the world. The Celtic legends appeal
to their feeling lives because many of these stories still
contain magical fairies, dragons, selkies and sprites and
yet are set in the world that we live in. A ‘selkie’ is a
creature that can magically transform between their
watery home and their earthly home. So too the
children’s conscious is wavering between the spiritual
realm and the earthly realm.

Particular care needs to be taken so that we do not
misinterpret this joy and interest in the world and
introduce children to stories, scientific facts, news or
media which has no relationship to their current
understanding of the world. They are still sensory
beings who take in every image and concept as truth
without any filters or critical thinking. Rather, have
curiosity for what is in our own backyard and encourage
children to play, observe, experience and to unfold
slowly.
Children at this age want loving adult authority figures
that hold consistent boundaries to feel safe and secure.
Rhythm and routine are still at the heart of every day
and help children to feel safe, nourished and loved.
Elise

The 8-year-old child can be cheeky and mischievous,
curious and fun. At other times they can show great
kindness, strive to do good things and please everyone
around them. From the oneness and unity they
experienced in Class 1, a duality is emerging in Class 2.
The Animal Fables main lesson allows children to laugh
at their shortcomings without any heavy morality being
imposed. The lazy hare, the vain crow and the cunning
fox each teach us about actions and consequences
through lighthearted stories. Later in the Saints main
lesson, the children are introduced to human beings
who have made great sacrifices for others. This gives
the children a picture of human striving.
At this age, the children begin to make meaning from
those strange symbols, known as the alphabet, and
they begin to read. A whole new world opens up when
a child can read a story that someone else has written
inside his or her own head. It is a joy to behold a child
immersed in a novel. Children also develop their
understanding of big numbers and all the groupings
they can be put into.
Jade, Class 2

Diary Dates
Tuesday 15 September
Wednesday 16 September
Tuesday 22 September
Thursday 24 September
Friday 25 September
Monday 12 October
Tuesday 13 October
Thursday 15 October
Thursday 22 October
Friday 23 October

Postponed
Postponed
2:45pm—3:10pm
11:00am

Developing the Self for Class 5 & 6 Parents
Developing the Self for Class 7, 8 & 9 Parents
Class 8 Project Community Viewing
Spring Festival
Final Day of Term 3
Student Free Day
First Day of Term 4
Class 10 Enrichment Pursuit Presentations
Public Holiday – Royal Hobart Show Day
School Holiday

Hall
Amphitheatre

The Celtic Dragon Myth
Class 2 are busy rehearsing a dramatic version of the

Class 7 Physics Main
Lesson

Celtic Dragon Myth. The original book was written over

Class 7 have begun their first

a hundred years ago by Scottish folklorist JF Campbell

Physics Main Lesson this week.

and intricately weaves together more story threads

We have started with electricity

than a celtic knot. Druids and selkies, kings and giants,

to ignite our curiosity about the

fairies and animals, fisherfolk and heros and of course

fascinating field of physics. We

the requisite Dragon take us on a quest for what is

are exploring lightning, simple circuits and batteries.

brave and true. There are wistful songs, lively dances
and ferocious battles all set in the misty islands
of northern Scotland.
Elise

Class 9 landcraft recently planted this year's
annual garlic crop!

Class 6 Market
Class 6 would like to thank everyone for their support
of their market. It was a huge success. The children
worked hard deciding what business to run, costing out
the product and deciding on the retail price. We had a
great variety of stalls such as sushi, sausages,
smoothies, craft, second hand goods, popcorn and hot
chocolate.
They really got into it and I am proud of them. Well
done class 6 and
again

thanks to

everyone.
Seth

News and Events

email inviting them to complete the survey in the next

Class 8 Independent Projects

few days. Please take the time to do so, the more

Community Viewing 22 September, 2:45pm—3:10pm

responses we have the more confident we can be that

in the Hall

the results reflect those of the whole community.

During Class 8 students at Tarremah Steiner School are

Staffing News

asked to complete an Independent Project. The

Next week, Grace Johnson, will be starting in Reception.

Independent Project is an opportunity for Class 8

She will slowly become "the Face' of Reception as

students to pursue a passion outside of the regular

Therese is taking up other administrative duties. Please

school curriculum, allowing students to develop skills in

be mindful of supporting Grace and Therese in this

areas relevant to their own interests.

training period.

Throughout Terms 1, 2 and 3 the students have sought

We feel that employing Grace will help streamline many

the guidance of a mentor within their local community

of our administration processes within the school.

who teaches them new skills and helps to develop their
project.

John
For the School Executive

The students organise to meet with their mentors on a
regular basis throughout the time allotted, where they
identify and work towards their goals, keeping records

Spring Festival

of their learning and achievements in a journal.
The Independent Project as a perfect way to channel
the energies of the maturing students into something
positive and productive. With each project being
unique to each child and their interests. This year the
students

have

tried

their

hand

at

everything from bee keeping and kite surfing, to dress
making and blacksmithing.
The Class 8 students will give oral presentations about
their projects to their peers and to the parent
community during the final week of term 3.
The Tarremah community are invited to view the
students displays on Tuesday the 22nd of September
from 2:45pm - 3:10pm in the School Hall.
Greg

School Survey
Each year we take the opportunity to survey parents
and older students.

Doing so helps us understand

different perspectives of what we are doing well, and
where we might be able to improve. This year we are
holding the survey a little earlier to help us be able to
analyse, reflect and implement strategies for the
beginning of the following year. Parents will receive an

Thursday 24 September, 11:00 am
In the Amphitheatre
(Families only please to maintain Covid restrictions)
The celebrations of the Seasons is an inspiring part of
Tarremah’s community life. Through art, music, poetry,
story and work with the garden the children are helped
to identify and recognise the changing rhythms of the
earth, to encourage a stronger
connection with nature and the cosmos.
Spring Festival is celebrated with colour and
dancing. This cheerful event sees the children
weaving wreaths of vines and flowers to wear in their
hair, and performing poetry, dance, music and drama
to the school community.
Parents can contribute by bringing flowers or vines for
garland at the drop-off time in the hollow
behind the library.
Primary classes will need to bring their own lunch to
eat with their class in the Amphitheatre; this year the
shared lunch has been restricted to observe Covid
guidelines. Please also observe nut free
preparation of food for your children.
We encourage the students to wear bright spring
colours.

Go Play (excerpt)

recreational activity; media entertainment also fills a lot

https://waldorflibrary.org/150-articles/1376-go-play

of down time. Through playful activities we refresh our

Fast-forwarding to today, we see many shifts in practice

vital energies. Adult play can help us relax our attention

and attitude. Play opportunities for children are usually

and escape from the responsibilities of life for a little

more structured with concerns about safety in our

while.

increasingly uncertain and unpredictable world. So we

For children, the process is reversed. The children’s task

have playdates replacing the more open-ended,

is to find their way into life, not escape from it. Play for

free-range “go play” of former times. Finding your own

them is an act of creation. Children take the

“what to do” is being replaced by toys that entertain,

experiences and impressions of the world and re-create

dazzle, or instruct. These toys are often limited in what

them in a form they can manipulate and direct.

kind of play they suggest to the child. With narrowed

Through

versatility, these toys offer short satisfaction to the

imaginatively explore the world and make sense out of

child and are soon abandoned.

it in a way that suits their level of consciousness. It is

The lives of parents have also changed. Working

said that play is a child’s work. When viewed as creative

parents have limited waking hours’ contact time with

activity, we can see that play is serious business. In play

their children. They want “quality” interaction with

children focus intensely, concentrating on re-creating

their offspring when possible. Parents who do not work

what they have witnessed in the world, digesting the

outside the home often have more open time in the day

experience so it becomes their own in their emerging

because conveniences have lightened our household

world construct.

workload. These parents are searching for activities to

It is important for us to observe and respect children’s

fill the day. So more and more parents are playing with

play process. We can protect the space in which they

their children. This can involve getting down on the

can unfold this unique capacity of early childhood,

floor and playing with the child’s toys as though the

which we adults have become distanced from. We can

adult were a child. It can also mean following along

give models of purposeful human activity for children to

behind the child to make sure he or she stays

imitate and explore. But when we become playmates,

entertained and is constantly reassured of the adult’s

we are trying to imitate being a child (which we are

attention and presence.

not), and actually get in their way. They do not need us

To interact playfully with our children is essential.

as playmates. They need us as guides into human life.

Dressing and cradling a baby doll, having a pretend tea

When the environment is right (not narrowed by

party, building a castle in the sandbox, racing trucks

pre-scripted toys or adult fearfulness), and we say “go

across the floor, running, dancing, tickling, and

play,” we are releasing them to one of the most

wrestling are wonderful and enjoyable as short

important creative activities for the young child’s

interludes. But for the adult to become the child’s

present and future.

playmate as a long-term activity can be a kind of slavery

Publishing details

for the adult and a handicapping limitation for the child.
Why? Isn’t it rejecting and neglectful not to respond to
the child’s request, “Play with me”?
What is play? The answer is different for the adult and
for the child. One dictionary definition states that play
is recreation. Adults conceive of recreation as
something that gives relief from the effort and stresses
of work. We often think of sports and athletics as

this

process,

these

young

ones

can
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